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Assemble is an innovative residential 
property developer in Melbourne with 
a focus on small footprint living. While 
many know of their work through 
their publication, Assemble Papers, 
which offers an inspiring and fresh 
perspective on enhancing the liveability 
and sustainability of cities, they have 
an impressive array of  projects on 
the go. Assemble shared some of the 
motivations and values behind their 
work.   
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Assemble is a Melbourne-based residential 
property developer focused on small footprint 
projects. We work with like-minded developers 
to share and realise our vision for sustainable 
cities. We also provide to clients architecture 
services via Fieldwork and brand and 
communication services via Local Peoples. Our 
values and ideas find a voice in our publication, 
Assemble Papers - an online and biannual 
print journal about the culture of living closer 
together, across art, design, architecture, 
urbanism, the environment and financial matters.

We are excited to announce we’ve just acquired 
a site at 122 Roseneath Street, Clifton Hill with 
our development partners Wulff Projects and 
Icon Co. Working closely with the City of Yarra 
and the Clifton Hill community, we’ve submitted 
a town planning application for a small footprint 
development. Through a mix of studios, 
apartments, townhouses, retail and communal 
spaces - our ethos and philosophy will finally 
take built form.

What does Assemble do and what sort 
of projects are you working on? 1

What motivated you to start 
Assemble? 2

We started Assemble in 2010, spurred to action 
by the increasing absence of well-designed 
housing in Australian cities. To counter this 
trend, Assemble was founded on a shared 
belief in small footprint living – spaces in which 
sustainability and the lived experience of 
inhabitants is central to their design.

Living small is not a compromise, and we 
know this from direct experience. Between us, 
we have lived and worked in Copenhagen, 
Barcelona, Amsterdam, Berlin and Brussels – 
cities where a vertical life is happily lived by 
families, pets, bike-lovers and green thumbs 
alike; where collective culture thrives, and 
neighbours are encouraged to interact in and 
through what is shared, all the while having a 
sense of agency and ownership of their personal 
space.

Over the past couple of decades, our friends 
and peers have negotiated soaring rents and 
decreasing housing affordability as property 
prices have risen dramatically in the inner city. 
For those lucky enough to be in a position 
to buy, detached housing and the traditional 
Victorian terrace have become increasingly out 
of reach (and arguably out of date), leaving 
apartments and townhouses as the only 
affordable options. Historically, the design and 
quality of new apartments and townhouses in 
Australia has largely been driven by the needs of 
investors, rather than the needs of residents. All 
around Melbourne, developments have gone up 
with eye-watering exteriors, thin walls, minimal 
natural light, poor quality fixtures and flimsy 
workmanship; built with a lack of care for future 
residents and disregard for the fabric of our city.

We’re committed to changing the urban 
residential landscape for the better, and 
thankfully there is a league of like-minded 
businesses in Melbourne that are working to 
do the same. Our development partners Wulff 
Projects and Icon Co, along with fellow property 
developers including Breathe and Small Giants 
(who are responsible for Brunswick’s award-
winning “eco-village” The Commons), Milieu, 
Neometro, Hip V. Hype and Piccolo (among 
others), share our affinity for good design, 
treading lightly and putting the community first. 
We’re excited to see what the next few decades 
will bring with more companies like this in 
Melbourne’s corner.

What are your impressions of what 
has been or is currently shaping 
Melbourne?
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Proposal for 122 Roseneath Street, Clifton Hill. Assemble with partners Wulff Projects and Icon Co.

Assemble Papers in print. Photo by Heather Lighton.

Assemble Studio. Photo by Tanja Milbourne. Assemble Studio. Photo by Tanja Milbourne.
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The quarter-acre block we once aspired to is no longer 
affordable for the average Australian, nor does it 
match up to our 21st century vision for well-connected, 
culturally diverse, sustainable and smart cities. As the 
Australian population increasingly urbanises, we find 
ourselves at an important crossroads. To live better in 
cities, we need to live smaller. 

We love our country and we love our city. So, it’s part 
of our personal brief to have a positive impact on the 
urban, architectural and cultural fabric of both. As 
a result of this commitment, we seek to refocus the 
‘Australian dream’ towards small footprint housing.

What do you see as the biggest challenge 
facing Melbourne and what is your vision for 
how Assemble could improve this issue for the 
future? 
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Our dream project is our first residential 
development, which we’re excited 
to be working on right now. In the 
lead-up to this project getting off the 
ground, we have worked hard to create 
positive social impact by other means. 
We regularly initiate and collaborate 
on community projects. For example, 
we are a founding member of The 
Welcome Committee – a recently 
established non-profit organisation 
that pools the skills of like-minded 
design and advertising professionals 
to advocate for the humane treatment 
and processing of refugees and 
asylum seekers in Australia. In 2013, 
Assemble director Giuseppe and his 
brother Alessandro initiated NCDFREE 
– a global movement against non-
communicable diseases (NCDs), and we 
regularly work with The Social Studio, 
a non-profit shop, café, fashion and 
hospitality school and community hub 
for young people from migrant and 
refugee backgrounds in Collingwood, 
Melbourne, which we have supported 
by designing their retail fit-out pro 
bono and helping with a crowd-funding 
campaign to cover the cost of materials 
for the project. Last year, we completed 
a fit-out for the Melbourne outpost of 
Alain de Botton’s initiative The School 
of Life, which is the first permanent 
international branch of the global 
learning community.

And of course we’re proud to be 
celebrating Assemble Papers’ fourth 
year online and second in print. 
Our latest issue ‘The Architecture of 
Wellbeing’ has just hit the streets – a 
special edition to coincide with the 
opening of MPavilion 2015, this year a 
magical petal canopy designed by UK 
architect Amanda Levete and her team 
at A_LA.

What has been your favourite 
project to date or what would 
be your dream project? 
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We’ve actually moved our studio in to the 
existing Brutalist office building at 122 
Roseneath Street – the site of our future vertical 
village – where we’re enjoying getting to know 
the community and letting them know what we 
have planned. All going well at town planning, 
we hope to break ground mid next year. In the 
meantime, we look forward to playing host to 
a gaggle of great people and projects in the 
warehouse down below. 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks for talking to Drawn to Cities!

What is Assemble up to this year - 
what sort of projects are you hoping to 
work on? 
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Assemble Studio. All images by Tanja Milbourne.

To register your interest or find out 
more about the project:
122Roseneath.com.au
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